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The Canadian wilderness is renown for its
pristine and scenic appeal. Flowing through
this great tract of sparsely populated
landscape are some of the finest canoeing
rivers in the world. Adventure seekers in
love with canoe camping are drawn to
northern Canada to find undisturbed nature
and tranquility far removed from the
influence of civilisation. Explorers often find
travelling a remote river by canoe to be the
most fulfilling experience of their lives. In
fact, for some it is an addiction; they have
to get their fix of wilderness canoeing in
order to recharge their urban-stressed
psyche.

What is it about paddling in canoe and
camping in self-sufficient style on a
wilderness waterway that has such an
irresistible attraction? One clue may be
found in exploring the roots of the boat
itself. Today’s recreational canoe is
fashioned on the ancient Aboriginal
birchbark craft which was the primary
transport vehicle for the cultures that
inhabited the boreal and tundra regions of
North America for centuries. As such, the
canoe provides a connection to a way of
life that is inextricably a part of Canadian
heritage and culture. Another clue is the
capability of the canoe to transport one into
another realm of reality – one that is
removed from all that is distasteful about
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Paddling on a small lily-filled tributary of the Churchill River.

A storm lingers behind the gushing river.
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